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MAGAZZINO  

The Miguel Quismondo Museum in New York City 

If according to Plato "Beauty is the splendor of Truth", we can only say that the 

Magazzino, designed and built by architect Miguel Quismondo for Nancy Olnick and 

Giorgio Spanu on the outskirts of New York, is a paragon of Beauty. Because the starting 

point was the truth and the whole project has been made in the heat of the truth. And the 

result, logically, is a very beautiful building. 

UTILITAS 

Functionally it is perfect. From the very beginning it has been conceived as an exhibition 

space to show one of the best collections of Italian Arte Povera in the world. In its scale, 

proportions and measurements, each and every one of its spaces has been designed to 

house this marvelous collection. The natural light, taken from above, is of an 

extraordinary quality and gives these spaces a very special quality. 

SIGNATURES 

Constructively it is perfect. Each and every one of its points are studied and resolved 

with total precision. Both in its simple structure and in the materials chosen, all of which 

are appropriate. 

VENUSTAS 

Consequently, according to Vitruvius' precepts, if the requirements of Utilitas and 

Firmitas are met, Venustas, Beauty, inexorably arrives. The result is a building of great 

beauty in each and every one of its spaces. 

The geographical location of the Magazzino, close to Beacon where the DIA Foundation 

is located, will make a visit from New York City a must. It is not for nothing that the 

Magazzino has already begun to ring in the ears of the cultural circles of the USA. 

THE PROJECT 

The idea was to recover and expand an old computer factory. The architect's operation 

was very clear. The old building was restructured as a single space, revealing an 

interesting roof structure and opening a series of openings that frame the most 

interesting parts of the exterior landscape. The façade has been finished with a texture 

that recalls the character of the original piece. 

Another piece has been created parallel to the previous one, and of a similar size, 

although much taller and with a translucent cover that gives the interior a wonderful light. 

One can imagine that the Arte Povera works will be very much at home here. Here, too, 

the precise openings are opened up in relation to the landscape. At certain moments 

very beautiful spatial effects are produced by the coincidence of some of the openings, 
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in a highly effective enfilade mechanism. The facade of this new piece has been resolved 

by leaving the reinforced concrete walls of the structure exposed. 

A lower, transparent piece, as a bridge between the two naves, will serve as the 

entrance. A cleverly placed sheet of water will reflect the sky. The contrast between this 

low, transparent entrance and the high, beautifully lit exhibition halls makes these spaces 

even more beautiful. 

The floor plan of the project is impeccable, and so are the sections. If order is the 

essential quality for all architecture, we can say that this entire project is well ordered, 

very well ordered. The result, logically, is a building of great clarity and serenity that is 

perfectly suited to the proposed function of a museum. 

FINALE 

If the Olnick Spanu's collection of Arte Povera works is marvelous, even more so is this 

new Magazzino, which architect Miguel Quismondo has built to contain such a marvel. 

Welcome Maestro! 


